
Submit Application, Resume, and Cover Letter to:  Sturgis City Hall, 130 N. Nottawa St. 
or via email to: dnorthrup@sturgismi.gov  Applications are available at City Hall  

or on our website at sturgismi.gov/HR 

The City of Sturgis is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 

Mechanic 
The City of Sturgis is currently accepting applications for a full-time Mechanic.  Applicants must have 
a valid CDL Class A license with Air Brakes, and successfully pass DOT physical, background check, 
drug and alcohol testing. At a minimum the candidate must possess ASE Master and/or State of  
Michigan certification as an automobile and light truck mechanic and be able to obtain the ASE   
Master Truck Mechanic within (5) years. 

Essential Functions   

The successful candidate must have a general knowledge and understanding (but not limited to) the 
following: * Know the mechanics of cars, pickup trucks, medium and heavy duty dump trucks, and 
heavy equipment. * Be able to troubleshoot and repair the following; gas and diesel engines,     
transmissions, clutch, differentials, ABS hydraulic and load sense systems, air brake systems, computer 
controlled systems, 12 and 24 volt electrical systems. * Perform welding and fabricate using welder, 
torch and plasma cutter. * Ability to utilize tracking on computer and conduct mechanical maintenance 
and repairs keeping complete records on the City’s fleet. * Able to prioritize work to maintain and 
meet work schedules of departments.  * Must keep working area, tools and toolboxes neat and clean.  
* Follow MIOSHA and City’s work and safety rules. 

Education and/or Experience  

Vocational school or equivalent with five years related experience as a skilled mechanic in         
maintaining and repairing cars, pickup trucks, gasoline and diesel engines, tractors, heavy construction 
equipment, etc.  Electronic, hydraulic, and welding skills are required. Must possess ASE Master and/
or State of Michigan certification as an automobile and light truck mechanic and be able to obtain 
the ASE Master Truck Mechanic within (5) years. 
 

In addition, the successful candidate may be required to assist the department with operating    
equipment, snow removal, and other duties as assigned. Candidates must be able to stand or sit for 
extended periods of time, lift up to 100 lbs., and withstand all types of weather both extreme heat 
and cold.  Overtime may be required, depending on the weather and workload demands. 
 

The qualifications listed above are intended to represent the essential functions, minimum skills and experience levels associated with      
performing the duties and responsibilities contained in this job description. The qualifications should not be viewed as expressing absolute 
employment or promotional standards, but as general guidelines that should be considered along with other job-related selection or         
promotional criteria. Duties and responsibilities may be added, deleted or modified at any time. 


